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NAABB Business Broker Ownership Opportunity
Notice: This is not a franchise offering nor intended to be a franchise opportunity as outlined by state
and provincial statutes. Certified NAABB Brokers are given a complete system and brand however do
not have any requirements, quotas or goals placed on them to remain in good standing. Furthermore, all
NAABB Certified Brokers are independently owned business brokers utilizing a common support system.
WHAT’S NEW IN 2017…
Professional Football Players Network: This is the grandest platform that we have ever negotiated on
behalf of NAABB. Launching in Houston the weekend of the big game, NAABB will begin an association
with over 14,000 current and former professional football players interested in various investment
opportunities; including buying businesses. Our NAABB Brokers can then brand themselves with this
massive network of professional athletes further establishing domination in their markets. Due to
licensing and copyrights, we cannot name the league or the big game but we assume you can figure it
out. And this network has the potential to explode into other professional sports.
Broker Web Site: The new broker web site that is included in this opportunity is the most advanced
broker web site in the marketplace. The new web site is not only mobile compatible but it also serves as
the broker’s own app. We are launching the industry’s first interactive web site that allows the NAABB
broker to electronically format listing agreements and purchase agreements through their app. The
agreement is then automatically emailed to the broker and the seller / buyer. It can also be printed on
location if desired. Another example of how we stay ahead of the competition.
NEWS: The 2nd Annual NAABB Broker Conference will be held in Las Vegas in late March. We are
finalizing the day and the day’s events. Our first ever conference was such a hit with 22 NAABB Brokers
attending that we anticipate to double maybe triple attendance this year.
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I. NAABB INTRODUCTION FROM OWNER SCOTT RADIN
Welcome to NAABB. A business broker is hired by business owners to sell his or her business in a
confidential manner to qualified buyers. We work in the shadows. This is not real estate as we do not
sell the real estate of the business rather we focus on the goodwill and assets. Despite this, there are 5
states that require a real estate license to broker businesses – Arizona, California, Florida, Minnesota
and Wisconsin. Last, business brokering is not only economy proof but if the economy struggles, we
thrive because of the increased buyer pool leaving corporate America.
My business brokering experience goes back to 2001 as both a business broker owner and national
business broker trainer. For roughly ten years I owned and managed the largest business brokerage in
the Buffalo NY Metro area and its seven surrounding counties. My extensive experience continues to
grow with every new broker trained and launched by NAABB. And since I train every new broker myself
in his or her hometown, I get to know the new broker from personality to strengths and weaknesses. I
will never change this model because it works!
Now allow me to address something that everyone runs across when looking into me and my company.
An individual who goes by many pseudonyms embarked on a smear campaign against me on known
collusion site ripoffreport.com. Most realize that this web site is nothing more than a “dark net” type
service known for extortion and is currently under 20+ Federal Indictments. But for those who do not
know, it is a site that encourages anonymous complaints then tries selling the victim on their very
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expensive reputation repair. Not only has national media like Forbes done reports on them but if you
visit their site, your virus protection software will warn you to leave that site ASAP.
I address this head on because this smear campaign, done on a single ROR blog, still achieves high
ranking on search engines and it cannot be removed. If you believe that everything on the Internet is
true then that’s your prerogative but those looking deeper into us focus on the A+ rating that we have
with the BBB and the reference that they get from current Certified NAABB Brokers.
NAABB is growing rapidly as franchise brokerages struggle to stay afloat. In 2016, I personally trained 38
new Certified NAABB Brokers. That means 38 of the 52 weeks I was on the road training a new broker.
And another week was spent in Las Vegas for our First Annual NAABB Broker Conference. That is 38
individuals who ignored the background noise and committed to NAABB.
The onus is on you. This is a great career with huge income potential while providing a vital service. You
see this is not a “job” rather it is a “career”. What is the difference you may ask?
It’s simple a career is a job that you look forward to every day and control yourself.
Scott Radin
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II. NAABB COMPETITIVE EDGE
Our niche philosophy and systems have created an instant brand in NAABB Broker Owner’s territories.
Virtually every business brokerage in the market place operates like a real estate clearinghouse. And
while we hope they protect confidentiality, their business models are all about numbers. IE: the more
listings they get the better the odds of some selling. That’s their way and it hopefully works for them.
We are different. Our approach is that we “do not list businesses rather we represent business owners”.
Our philosophy is based strictly on the needs and emotions of our business seller clients. To our sellers,
selling his or her business is a highly emotional decision similar to giving a daughter away at her
wedding. Business owners need someone to work with them in every facet of the process.
Certified NAABB Brokers are clear from the beginning that we are selective with whom we represent
and we only represent businesses that our broker knows he or she can sell. We also provide a
proprietary presentation that further develops the representation role that we take.
And since we are selective there are many businesses that do not make the grade thereby falling into
one of our many other services. We are a one stop shop.
This competitive edge is what creates a large referral base of business sellers going forward.
Is there any licensing needed?
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1. Real estate licensing is required in AZ, CA, FL, MN & WI. Other than these states, there is no
licensing required to broker businesses.
Is this similar to real estate?
2. No, despite the reference to the five states above, we are polar opposite real estate. Not only
do we NOT sell the real estate, our systems are done under strict confidentiality and exact
opposite the MLS way of real estate.
Does the economy affect business brokering?
3. No, business brokering is economy proof and thrives in all economic climates. As a matter of
fact, if the economy struggles, we thrive because a down economy creates more highly qualified
business buyers exiting the corporate world.
What is the difference between those who succeed and those who don’t?
4. The answer is simple yet confusing. The successful brokers call their leads, follow the processes
and reach simple goals. Thos who fail do not call their leads, do not follow the system nor
remotely come close to their goals. Simple yes, confusing on why they would not do these three
things. We have never let somebody fail – only they can fail themselves.
Other than the marketing, what sets you apart?
5. Our unique philosophy. The normal business brokerage model acts much like a real estate
clearinghouse meaning it is a numbers game with a one size fits all process. NAABB brokers are
selective with whom they represent and have a unique service for every situation. Our company
motto says it all “We don’t list businesses rather we represent them!”
Then there is the greatest edge of them all. The NAABB Marketing Academy. This service is designed to
help business owners grow their businesses over time and each Certified NAABB Broker can utlize it for
ongoing revenue. BUT THERE IS MORE…
We also market this academy to all business buyers offering them FREE lifetime access to the academy if
they buy a business through a Certified NAABB Broker. It is a value added service like none other.
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III. NAABB CERTIFICATION TRAINING OUTLINE
Our training model has been applauded by 100% of those completing it as being the most thorough yet
enjoyable training that they have ever experienced. All training is done 1-on-1 by NAABB Owner Scott
Radin in your territory. The training is three days and almost always done either Tuesday – Thursday or
Wednesday – Friday. The training is done in a suite near the airport that Scott flies into.
All training is audio recorded and formatted for the new NAABB Broker Owner.
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BE ADVISED that we do not provide detailed subject matter on subjects on the below outline as it is
considered proprietary to NAABB and not for public viewing. Many cheap knockoffs of NAABB have tried
to use our outline as their own and our own new and improved 2017 training model is now considered
proprietary. A more thorough outline can be provided upon request AFTER the consultation process.
Training days begin at 10:00 AM each day unless otherwise agreed to. Training days generally run five
hours (not considering breaks) and are audio recorded for you. A full workbook is provided to take notes
in and follows the outline in order. You may also bring up to two others with you as long as they will be
working directly with you, in your territory, and under your brokerage.
DAY ONE


Quality / Mid Size Business Seller Overview and Troubleshooting



Finding Quality / Mid Size Business Sellers (including Business BrokerCast)



Understanding Quality / Mid Size Business Sellers



Quality / Mid Size Business Seller Interview



Quality / Mid Size Business Seller Process



Quality / Mid Size Business Seller Objections

DAY TWO


Quality / Mid Size Business Buyer Overview and Troubleshooting



Finding Quality / Mid Size Business Buyers (most we do for you)



Understanding Quality / Mid Size Business Buyers



Quality / Mid Size Business Buyer Interview



Quality / Mid Size Business Buyer Process



Quality / Mid Size Business Buyer Objections



Assume The Sale Workshop

DAY THREE
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Limited Business Seller Overview



Cash Business Seller Overview



Distressed Business Seller Overview



Investor Services Overview



Branding Services Overview



Business Buyer Representation Overview



Business valuation Workshop



Business Contracts Workshop



Q&A / Demonstrations

END OF TRAINING LUNCH / DINNER with Scott Radin
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IV. NAABB SUPPORT MODEL
The support is very critical to your success. Owner Scott Radin, Sales & Marketing Director Joseph
Sexton and our Advisory Board are always available to answer your questions. But the live support is just
one component. We have so many support tools such as…
1. Dedicated private support site at www.naabbclubhouse.com
2. Ability to attend any future training session
3. Annual conference in Las Vegas
4. Access to new products and services
5. Complete library of templates & contracts with updates
And we PROVIDE CONSTANT UPDATES to all current brokers.

V. NAABB MARKETING SYSTEMS
Business Sellers
NEVER COLD CALL OR CANVASS AGAIN – all leads will contact you and NO not by direct mail!
Our program is designed to get you meeting and/or talking to sellers and buyers. We do the vast
majority of marketing and lead generation for you.
This includes our proprietary Business BrokerCast© marketing program that generates 17-20 seller leads
+ without cold calling. For that matter you will never cold call or canvass again. Business BrokerCast© is
a very sophisticated version of automated telemarketing and works beyond everyone’s expectations.
As part of your territory purchase you will receive three (3) general Business BrokerCast© campaigns
resulting in 17-20 seller leads + leaving you a message to call him or her. And if you meet certain
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conditions when purchasing your territory then we include a 4th bonus Business BrokerCast© campaign
to general businesses. These four campaigns alone will get you to your desired goals.
In addition, your territory purchase also includes two (2) industry specific Business BrokerCast©
campaigns to manufacturing and distribution businesses and carry a great value to them. These
campaigns have landed numerous large scale listings representing huge pay days for the brokers
representing them.
So you are looking at over 80 business seller leads contacting you! And these campaigns are all included
in your territory purchase. AND we will show you many other techniques to generate leads without ever
cold calling. We will also show you how to become your local industry leader almost immediately.

Business Buyers
We also generate virtually all of your buyers for you through our national accounts with business for sale
networks reaching hundreds of resources where buyers look to find businesses for sale. As we tell our
sellers, we can reach virtually 100% of those looking to buy businesses and many, who at this moment,
have not even thought about buying a business. These methods are proprietary and can be explained in
detail during the consultation.

And there is more as part of your territory purchase…
1. Fully optimized mobile compliant stand alone web site with featured broker name
2. 12+ national NABB web sites generating leads
3. Use of the NAABB Marketing Academy

And so much more!
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VI. NAABB CERTIFIED BROKER INCOME PROJECTIONS
These income projections are based on the brokers following all systems as trained and achieve all goals
as recommended in training. Brokers following the process easily eclipse these projections. The numbers
are based on NAABB averages and can vary per individual broker.
The First Year = $220,000
Four quality businesses sold at average commission of $45,000 per sale ($180,000)
Four Distressed / Cash Businesses Sold at average commission of $10,000 per sale ($40,000)
The above projections are based on historical fact and do not account for other services offered.
Year 2 + = $330,000
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Six quality businesses sold at average commission of $45,000 per sale ($270,000)
Six Distressed / Cash Businesses Sold at average commission of $10,000 per sale ($60,000)
The above projections are based on historical fact and do not account for other services offered.

Neither of the above account for the one mid sized business per year that we now stress each
broker represents and the average single commission generated on these nationwide is
$120,000.
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VII.

NAABB INCOME GUARANTEE

We are so confident in our system that we will guarantee you $10,000 gross revenue per month over the
course of your first year. There is no catch other than specific goals that need to be achieved and
reporting that you need to provide NAABB on a per listing and monthly basis. The goals are the same as
we provide all brokers to use as a guideline. This guarantee is optional as we cannot require you to
report to us but is required to follow the guarantee terms.
No other franchise or business opportunity would dream of doing this! As a matter of fact it seems our
competitors are using it against us as being “too good to be true”. For them maybe but not us!
The exclusive territory agreement will spell out the guarantee terms. You will have the opportunity to
review the territory agreement after the consultation process (see last page herein).

VIII. NAABB FEES & SPLITS
The NAABB Territory Fee is $10,000


Covers three-day training fees and Scott Radin travel expenses



Covers exclusivity to your territory by area code



Covers the 5-6 Business BrokerCast campaigns and expenses thereto



Covers miscellaneous marketing expenses like web site etc



The fee covers the exclusive rights to your territory by area code (s), exclusive rights to the
BrokerCast© marketing system and the training by Scott Radin (including travel expenses). This
fee is not negotiable and cannot be paid over time or by success.

The fee is due the morning of the first day of training – no deposit required.
BONUS: If you pay the entire fee five business days prior to training then we will provide a bonus
BrokerCast to 10,000 businesses on top of the five built into your territory purchase!
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All payments by check only.

The NAABB 20% on all businesses sold
We have a 20% split back to NAABB on all gross commissions earned by territory owners. That’s an
80/20 split in favor of the NAABB Broker Owner. This split back to NAABB is given as consideration for
the various support mechanisms provided by NAABB and a portion of the $10,000 + NAABB spends
yearly marketing our broker’s businesses for sale. The split includes…


Complete support systems from corporate support to support site maintenance



Posting and maintaining all of brokers businesses for sale in our national networks



Reinvesting a portion back into the broker for featured marketing services and support



Compensation to NAABB staff

If you do not have the fee there are ways to get it.
NOTE that we cannot lend it to you directly nor provide it in consideration of futures as that would be a
franchise like activity and we are not a franchise. Here are some other avenues…
A. We have a third party vendor that can finance 100% of the fee with an unsecured funding program
based on credit of 700+ (military vets have looser restrictions). We can set you up with this lender after
you have completed the first consultation process at www.naabb.biz/consultation.
B. Use an online service to shop unsecured loans like www.lendingtree.com
C. Find a partner or investor to invest the money into you.
D. Use a peer to peer lending network like www.prosper.com
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IX. NAABB NETWORK
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x. NAABB GETTING STARTED

THE TIME HAS COME TO TAKE THE NEXT STEP
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